
・LG370-SB300B

PVC LARRY seat BANEX

・The BANEX is a double layer weave of high strength nylon cord and
 polyester fiber, Pleasant its a gentle touch and ventilation effect.
 LARRY GOLD/ Larry Autonomic Chair.
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    <LARRY GOLD>・ Larry Autonomic Chair!    

BANEXシート

Design record
1580948

BANEX

Test ride・・ 
・Mother of Male 23 years old:  I first put my son in LARRY,
 . 
               
(My son has a deformed spine such as scoliosis,hip 
dislocation due to it,contracted so that there is no space
for one finger between the the pelvis and libs,and the
back and shoulder are stunning.)
It took less  than 10 minutes,my mind totally changed. 
 "Oh!" because, I saw my son self-supporting and fit in 
nicely by the seating in LARRY without any additional
cushion to supporting his body!  It was truly amazing! 
Then, further-more, I even was surprised to hear my son 
shout "I can do it!" with confidence tone. He now can 
adjust his body position by himself! My boy had been 
using a wheelchair even before his school age until 23 
years old.This was the first time event!. I can't believe he
has such strength. Is this because of the angle setting of 
seating and back rest and the material of the seat? 
This touched me to the heart and "disappointment" 
and "regret" were totally gone! (Autonomous displacement!)
.

When sitting on LARRY, the lumbar support leans forward and
the pelvis leans forward, the trunk is supported by the S-shape, 
and the waist does not move forward.
The seat and backrest's strong elastic fabrics are displaced by
the suspension bridge under load to maintain autonomic the
center of spinal cord in the sitting posture.
As a result, the scoliosis of the neck and other areas has also  been 
reduced, and more pronounced vocalizations crealy.

Temperature change Humidity transition

Original caster
Consists of flat coil spring 
and silicon tube,
Sizes  4 inches/5 inches.

Footrest supporting the 
posture.
One-piece type with
a pipe structure.
Left and right separate 
plate type
Please select.
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Received the Design Excellent Company Award

・13-years schoolgirl :
She was scoliosis body position fixed by a harness to
the high backrest wheelchair. 
At time of test drive・・
Then, all of a sudden after 20 minutes during the test ride
on LARRY Low Back rest, she starts to back warp her body 
and says "So nice and comfortable!" It was almost the "Ina 
Bauer" of figure ice skating performance. She repeatedly 
and gladly says "Well! So nice and comfortable! So nice 
and comfortable!" while she says so, her body trunk has 
been gradually straighten. Then she totally changes her 
expression, She began to speak in a bright clear voice.
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